
PMSC Sub-Committee Minutes 

Meeting held on 20th October 2017
Present: Steve, Paul, Niels, Sara, Judy (Chair)

1. Clarify Purpose of the club
It was noted that there are 125 boats in the Club. Research by Paul via Yachting 
Monthly online indicates that other Clubs across the country are having similar 
debates about the balance between sailing/social membership.

It was suggested that the definition in the Club Rules could be amended to read: 
‘The objective of the Club is to encourage sailing, and an interest in sailing, 
especially from Pin Mill.’

2. Agree Social/Sailing Questionnaire to be launched at AGM
Niels subsequently drafted the Sailing Questionnaire; Judy had previously 
circulated the Social draft.

3. Combine Social/Sailing Calendars
It was agreed that this would be a way of encouraging greater participation; 
sailing items to be highlighted in bold blue. This must be displayed more 
prominently in the Club.

Communication to members needs to be improved and more co-ordinated, to 
maximise attendance at events. Members could be incentivised for early 
bookings: reduced price, Commodore’s reception..??

Non-sailors could join sailors at Wrabness and other venues for meals if transport
arranged (Judy). 

4. New Membership Applications
Paul had researched membership subs/joining fees for other local clubs:
Royal Harwich (£277 subs); Shotley (£50 subs/65 joining); Haven Ports Levington 
(£130/50); Orwell YC (£128/128); Harwich Port YC (£130/50). 

PMSC is ‘cheap’ at £48 for both for individual members. There doesn’t appear to 
be any logical reason for reducing bar prices, which are competitive, reflecting 
actual costs, including staff. The Club represents good value for money across its
offer to members.

Suggestions to tighten up the process:
- Increase joining fee to £100 (not agreed by all!)
- Reduce number of times visitors can attend functions (3?) and ensuring 

that they are signed in; non-members to pay more to attend social 
functions;

- Applications to be accompanied by letter from applicant, citing 
experience, reason for joining, and how they can contribute to the Club; 
proposers/seconders also to provide written confirmation of how long they 
have known the applicant and reasons for supporting their application;

- Applicants should be invited to the Club on a Friday or Sunday to meet a 
couple of Flag Officers informally, before Committee approves/disallows 
membership (an alternative to a full blown interview?);

- Probationary periods could, perhaps apply??



5. How to Develop Sailing/Encourage Greater Participation
- Increase number of sailing-oriented speakers/social events (Judy);
- Organise a group to meet regularly (every 3rd Friday in the month) to share

sailing experiences and ideas for events – promoting via word of mouth 
and with posters etc. Niels/Paul/Steve to follow up; 

- Develop stronger relationships with other local sailing clubs, and 
participate in the RHYC Cruising Day;

- Haven Ports provide a bottle of wine to each boat on organised cruises, to 
share with crew – this idea should be reviewed for PMSC;

- Provide an engraved glass to Cruise leaders at the AGM (subsequently 
suggested one of the new PMSC mugs);

- Establish a new online Sailing Forum to interact with members (there are 
successful examples for other activities). It was agreed that this is an 
excellent idea.  Paul/Niels to develop proposals, with advice from 
Lee/Jill/Oliver;

- Boatowners to invite non-sailors to join them for trips on the river – dates 
to be organised during the sailing season and included in the Events 
Calendar.

Moorings – there is confusion about how these are allocated; clarification is 
required on ownership/terms and costs. Availability would be attractive to 
potential sailing members, who should be prioritised when allocating.

Potential for discount on goods/services for PMSC members; Judy and Sara to 
explore opportunities.

Almanac – source examples of what other clubs provide and compare 
costs/format.

6. Priorities
- Membership: review procedures 
- Joint Social/Sailing Calendar
- Improve Communication (including new online Forum)
- Questionnaires
- Review Almanac

 


